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The Transmitting Station in The Ship
Elementary Disquisition on Naval Gunfire Control
John Forester
1 The Problem
One warship is shooting at another warship. Both ships
are moving; they may be a mile apart, or twenty miles
apart, moving in any direction at any practical speed. It is
useless to shoot at where the target ship is now, because
by the time that the shells fall into the target zone, the
target is no longer there. The shooting ship must be able
to calculate where its target ship will be at the time when
its own shells arrive at the target. At the time that Artemis
was in action, the machinery to solve this problem had
been invented, designed, and improved over forty years,
and was the most complicated set of machinery ever
devised. (Nowadays, all the difficult parts are done by
electronics.)
2 The Data Available
The own ship knows its direction and its speed. It can
easily measure the angle (bearing) from its own direction
to that of the target. It can measure the range to the
target. That would enable it to hit the place where the
target is now, but that’s useless. It also has to know the
target’s direction of movement and its speed. But that info

does not tell the man at the gunsight how rapidly to
change the elevation or the direction of his gun. Elaborate
calculations are required to convert the available
information into gun aiming instructions.
Mechanization started in 1902, when an RN officer, John
Saumarez Dumaresq, invented an instrument for
mounting on the bridge, with sights for training it on the
target. That gave target bearing relative to own ship’s
direction. Own ship’s speed was set by changing the
length of a bar fixed directly fore and aft, the direction of
movement of one’s own ship.
On the distant margin of the instrument, out where the
image of the target was seen, was another bar
representing the target ship. This bar could be set at the
angle that the target ship showed; how far it was pointed
coming toward or going away from one’s own ship. This
bar could also have its length set, for the speed of the
target ship. The linkage between the two bars moved
pointers over a graph that converted this information into
more useful information: speed at which the distance
between the ships was changing and the speed at which
the target ship was moving across the line of sight.

Dumaresq Mark VIII from a 1946 handbook (http://www.hnsa.org/doc/br1534/)
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The Dumaresq illustration shows the parts in color. The
gray bar above the blue bar is fixed parallel to the
centerline of the ship, with direction of movement
indicated by the small black arrow in the background. The
big black arrow indicates the line of sight to the target, with
the sights shown at its ends. The yellow slider and pivot is
moved along the gray bar to indicate the ship’s speed, as
shown on the scale. The blue bar and gearbox keeps
constant the target ship’s inclination even when one’s own
ship turns. The red pointer represents the target ship, its
angle represents the inclination and its length the target’s
estimated speed. The operator reads the point on the
graph directly below the tip of the red pointer. The lines
parallel to the line of sight give the target’s speed across
the line of sight. The lines perpendicular to the line of sight
give the rate of change of range.
The orange roller visible through the slot carries graph
lines. When the roller (a different roller for each type of
gun) is set to the current range, the curves give the angle
which the gunsights must lead the target (deflection angle)
for the speed across at that range. The rate of change of
range told the gunner how rapidly his guns must be
elevated or depressed to stay on target. The speed across
needed an additional calculation. The gunner also needed
range to the target, and, once that had been measured,
dividing the speed across by the range gave the rate of
change of bearing, the rate at which the gun turrets must
be rotated to keep the guns on target.
3 The Machinery & Its Operation
However, installing a range finder and a Dumaresq (the
US Navy called its similar instrument a resolver) on the
bridge and giving the gunner a slide rule to divide range
into speed across was not sufficient. It was insufficiently
accurate, too slow, and it did not do the other calculations
required. Besides, it provided only a snapshot of
information, with no history of how the information was
changing. And it could not provide prediction, for salvo
after salvo, as the battle went on, even though the target
might become invisible. In World War I, the Royal Navy’s
Dreyer Table, in the transmitting station deep inside the
ship, provided this information by plotting ranges and rates
of change of range and bearing on moving paper graphs,
so that the officer in charge, by analyzing the graphs,
could decide which information best represented the
target at that moment, and send the information to the
gunners.
At the close of World War I a completely mechanical
system was developed by the American engineer
Hannibal Ford. All future fire control systems, until
mechanical computation was overtaken by electronic,
descended from the original Ford system. The
Royal Navy called its version the Admiralty Fire Control
Table, built in various versions for different types of ship.
The photograph of HMS Belfast’s AFCT shows the key
concept. Near the center of the AFCT are shown two shipshaped rotatable dials.
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The line between the two dials indicates the line of sight
between them (it is not drawn on the table), the nearer dial
indicates own ship angle to the line of sight, the further
dial indicates the angle of the target ship. Some data are
provided electrically, but most are input by operators
turning handles, and all the calculations are done by
machinery.
That was done by the Admiralty Fire Control Table
machinery down in Artemis’s Transmitting Station,
presided over by the Commissioned Gunner, Mr. Kaile.
The ton or more of machinery was built into a table,
around which sat its operators. The Director Control
Tower, in which sat the Gunnery Lieutenant and his
assistants, sent down information on bearing, range,
enemy course, enemy speed. The ship’s own systems
provided own course and own speed. The bearing was
accurate; it was easy to measure. Range was less
accurate, and also came from another range finder in
turret B. Enemy course was estimated by the view of the
target provided to the inclinometer operator in the DCT.
Enemy speed; that was a large assumption at the start.
After shooting started, spotting information showed
whether the salvos were falling short, over, or straddling
the target.

Fire controll table of HMS Belfast (picture from Wikipedia)

The machinery had many parts. There were gears that
added or subtracted two shaft positions and sent the
output to a third. These were called differentials, because
they worked just like the differential gears in a car’s driving
axle. There were linkages that divided one shaft position
by another, as in dividing speed-across by range. There
were precision-cut cams that converted range into gun
elevation, or range into time-of-flight of the shells, for the
particular shells in use. The most delicate were the
integrators, requiring extremely delicate maintenance and
adjustment. Just as the odometer of your car shows how
far you have traveled, no matter at what speeds you have
been driving, an integrator sums up all the different
speeds and times that have been put into it, but with the
far greater precision required for gunnery.
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Think of a rotating disk, like a phonograph disk, but
smooth, and running at a very precise speed. Set on this
disk is a ball, held in a cage. The cage runs on rails so
that it crosses the disk from one side to the other, directly
over the center of the disk. If the cage is moved to the far
side of the disk, the ball will rotate one way. If the cage is
moved to the center of the disk, the ball won’t rotate at all.
If the cage is moved to the near side of the disk, the ball
will rotate in the other direction. Thus the speed and
direction of the ball’s rotation is exquisitely controlled by
the ball’s position on the rotating disk. Then set on top of
the ball a long roller, held directly over the ball by the
same guides as the cage. Then the roller will be turned in
the same amount as the ball on which it rests. (Actually, to
make the instrument work properly, it requires two balls,
one on top of the other). If the ball’s position represents
rate of change of range, then the roller’s position
represents the amount of range change since the start.
This part of the Fire Control Table provides a continuous
reading of calculated range, despite the intervals when no
range information is available. Another type of instrument
shows the difference between the calculated bearing, or
range, and the new information coming in. When the word
comes that the enemy is in sight, the table is started. The
streams of data start coming in from director, range
finders, inclinometer operator’s estimates, enemy speed
assumptions, and own ship’s speed and course. There is
an operator for each of these kinds of data. He turns
cranks that input each of these items, either directly at
first, or, later and sometimes, through a differential gear
that adds to or subtracts from the existing value.

A rare photograph of a Transmitting Station. Two RN Petty
Officers and a Junior Gunnery Rating, with six members of the
Royal Marine Band, at a Fire Control Table in HMS
VICTORIOUS in 1942. During 1942 this ship was operational on
both Arctic and Malta convoys. This image © IWM A 7640,
http://iwmcollections.org.uk and the legend is from:
http://www.royalmarinesbands.co.uk/history/BraveryAwards.htm

The first data items are insufficient. But as later data
comes in the Table starts indicating calculated ranges and
bearings. Then, with still more data, it starts indicating its
errors, the differences between the calculated range, or
bearing, and that which has just been measured. It is now
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up to Mr. Kaile, conducting his assemblage of
instrumentalists, to decide which changes in input are
most likely to close the differences between calculated
values and measured values. He may decide to change
the target’s inclination angle, in which case the
inclinometer table operator turns his cranks to follow the
order. Mr. Kaile orders his adjustments to try to close the
difference between calculated values and measured
values. When he gets very close, he can telephone the
Gunnery Lieutenant, “Table tuned for deflection.” From
then on, there is cooperation between the two. Mr. Kaile
makes a suggestion based on what he sees the table
indicating, while the Gunnery Lieutenant either agrees or
orders something different. The Gunnery Lieutenant will
likely start by ordering a pattern of different ranges, to see
which salvo gets closest, and working from there.

The Royal Marines Bandmaster on duty in the transmitting
station. This is his battle station. This image © IWM (A 7641)

Meanwhile, the Table operators are working steadily,
sometimes turning cranks to change readings to match
other readings, sometimes in response to orders from Mr.
Kaile, but all working so that the guns always have the
best information on bearing and elevation to hit the target.
The Table has other inputs also: barometric pressure and
wind speed and direction to correct the effect of the wind
on the flight of the shells; temperature of the guns, and of
the propellant; for guns that could hit a target twenty miles
away, a correction for the rotation of the earth during the
flight of the shells. Then each turret has its own correction
instrument, to compensate for the fact that the turret’s
track could not be built exactly level. And each gun has its
own little adjustments. The whole system from range
finder to gun breech is tied together by a multitude of
precision indicators that ensure that the data put in is
correctly received at the other end.
This is the most complicated mechanical system devised
by man, and it requires constant watchfulness and
maintenance and exercise, as does its crew, to
ensure that it will work properly when the time comes.
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Forester’s The Ship: Italy not amused
Jetse Reijenga
The first translation of the book was published in Italian
soon. The title became L'Incrociatore ("The Cruiser") and
it was published by Arnoldo Mondadori, Milano in 1947.
The book was announced as “an authorized translation by
Rodolfo Del Minio”. It was published again in 1965.
Italy was not amused, especially not by chapter XXV,
which Sanford Sternlicht in The Hornblower Saga termed
“the problably only imperfection: the stereotypical
pusilanimous Italian Admiral Nocentini and his self-serving
German advisor Von Bödicke”.
Italians of course realized that the victory was a Pyrrhic
one and that the convoy was largely destroyed and
PENELOPE crippled in Valetta Grand Harbour, on final
arrival. Moreover it was felt that the Vittorio Veneto class
battleships were belittled, Italian hero admirals pictured as
incompetent cowards, etc etc.

Spigai’s irritation is obvious, when he says:
“The British Navy entrusted the skilful pen of the noted
naval author CS Forester to the task of writing an entire
book of sea propaganda, taking his cue from the success
of the second battle of Sirte. In his writing, the author
naturally adhered to the customs of war propaganda,
extolling above measure the conduct of the unscrupulous
British, and belittling the work of the Italians........ Forester
failed in a simple glimpse at true eloquence, for example
at the end of the book where he placed on the bridge of
the Italian flagship some senior German officers who in
reality have never set foot there....... With oozed contempt
for us, the book even recalled the old foolish accusations
of Caporetto to cover the Italian fighter with shame.”
This last point refers to the Battle of Caporetto of 1917
where Germany used modern tactics of war (& mustard
gas) to defeat the Italians. In The Ship the reference is
this:
“Von Bödicke was about to ask the rhetorical question
why the Italians had not named a battleship of theirs after
Caporetto. The question was on the tip of his tongue as he
looked up at Nocentini, so bitter was his mood.”
Admiral Spigai felt personally insulted by the British Navy,
with whom he ”had fought side-by-side in the battle of
Leros”, an irrelevant fact of which CSF of course cannot
have been aware at the time of writing. Spigai also
mentions that Forester’s book “was translated in 1947 by
one of our own officers”.

The challenge (l) and the reply (r)
There was also a semi-official reaction: the memoirs of the
former Chief of Staff of the Italian Navy, Admiral Virgilio
Spigai. These were published in 1949 under the title:
LERO, Reply to Mr. C.S. Forester. LERO refers to the
Battle of Leros (part of the Dodecanese campaign). After
Italy signed the armistice on 3 September 1943, her Navy
joined Britain and Greece to retake the German occupied
island of Leros on the coast of Turkey. They succeeded
on 15 September, but the Germans retook the island in a
battle that lasted until 16 November with the capitulation of
the Allied forces. A complete disaster referred to as
Churchill's folly, the last great defeat of the British Army in
World War II, and one of the last German victories. Virgilio
Spigai was taken prisoner by the Germans and not
released until September 1945.

Our own officer? Translator Rodolfo del Minio was indeed
an Italian naval commander who served in the
Mediterranean as captain of a destroyer, laying mines and
accompanying transports between Italy and Axis-occupied
North-Africa. As such he had been PENELOPE’s enemy /
opponent. Personally I think a more meaningful fact about
del Minio is the following: between 1938 and 1940 he
served as commander of the Italian Naval training ship
AMERIGO VESPUCCI (1931), a square rigged three
master. It was in fact a steel hull ship copied from a late
18th century 64 with 2 gundecks; it is still in service today
and is regularly seen in the ports of western Europe. I am
therefore certain del Minio was a Hornblower fan!! He
translated several of the post-war Hornblower books, in
addition to Captain from Connecticut and Sink the
Bismarck. Rodolfo del Minio must have been fascinated
by the fiction in the story of the fictitious HMS ARTEMIS.

The main title of the memoirs leeds us to expect that little
attention was devoted to the period 1940-1943 when
Spigai was fighting the British on behalf of the Germans.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Leros
http://www.dodecaneso.org/rogers_eng.htm
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amerigo_Vespucci_(A_5312)
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HMS PENELOPE in Arctic Waters
Kai Svensson
The book-of-the-year was a good choice and I enjoyed the
articles in Reflections 24. They reminded me of one of my
favourite books left to me by my father. I still have it, the
first Norwegian translation by Nils Owren from 1960. The
title means “the saga of a ship”. HMS PENELOPE is of
course mainly remembered by her role in the Malta
convoy. Therefore people may not be aware that in the
early part of the war the ship played a role in efforts to
defend my country against German invasion.

While being deployed in the mediterranean in 1939,
PENELOPE (Captain Gerald Douglas Yates, RN) was
transferred to the Home Fleet in January 1940. She
arrived at Rosyth on 7 February, and operated with the
2nd Cruiser Squadron on convoy escort duties in the
North Atlantic. She remained off Vestfjord during 1st Battle
of Narvik on 10 April 1940 and supported withdrawal of
the destroyers of the 2nd Flotilla and sustained slight
damage during air attacks.
On the next day she was detached with HM Destroyers
ESKIMO and KIMBERLEY for attack on German
transports reported at Bodö. In pursuit of German
merchant ships she was grounded whilst attempting to
enter the fjord at Fleinvaer. She was holed forward and
her boiler room flooded. HMS ESKIMO (Cdr. St.J.A.
Micklethwait, DSO, RN) towed her to Skelsfjord on the
Lofoten Islands. In 1940 Skjelfjord was used as
emergency and repair haven for Allied warships and a
number of vessels sought shelter after having participated
in the battles of Narvik. While executing temporary repairs,
PENENOPE was attacked by German bombers, which
obtained 4 near-misses to port, within 13 metres of the
hull, exacerbating the damage already sustained by hitting
the rocks.

HMS PENELOPE under repair at Skjelfjord, April 1940
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Four weeks later PENELOPE was able to return to the UK
under tow with 2 other cruisers and four destroyers. On
return temporary repairs were made at Greenock and
permanent repairs in the Tyne shipyard until 7 July 1941.
The battles of Narvik of 1940 are still commemorated in
Norway. See for example a couple of clippings in local
Norwegian newspapers Lofotposten and Lofot Tidende of
2010, reporting the celebration of the 70th anniversary of
the events.
Two British veterans came back to Skjelfjord after 70
years to celebrate the event. Bill Harlow who served on
HMS PENELOPE and Ken Robinson of HMS COSSACK
are both almost 90 years and travelled from Australia and
Wales to Lofoten to see again the village they visited as
young sailors. The small bay in Flakstad municipality in
Lofoten played a key role as virtually a floating shipyard
for Allied ships that needed relief after meeting with the
German navy and army in Ofotfjorden and Vestfjorden in
early April 1940. A memorial was unveiled.

Battles of Narvik remembered after 70 years

In search for old pictures of PENELOPE’s presence in the
arctic, I thought I found the evidence I was looking for, but
a closed look on the website where I found the picture,
indicated that the memory of the ship lives on in yet
another form. The ship’s picture with the snowy mountain
in the background depicts HMS PENELOPE ready to
leave Skjelfjord (about 7th May 1940). Snowdrop's 'puffer'
can be seen unloading the last of the 300 barrels of fresh
water for Penelope's boilers. Another leaves for the jetty.
Just 24 hours later Penelope was discovered by the
Germans and JU 88s attacked for the next two days.
Penelope and the other ships hiding in Skjelfjord slipped
away on the 10th May, having suffered many near misses.
But the scene of the title picture is in fact of a 1:700 ship’s
model!!
http://www.whiteensignmodels.com/brochure/
http://www.lofotposten.no/lokale_nyheter/article5255642.ece
http://www.lofot-tidende.no/nyheter/article5255569.ece
http://uboat.net/allies/commanders/2741.html
__________________________
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The Ship - Early Editions
Jetse Reijenga
While collecting material for this article I have found out
that The ship is different in several ways from all other
Forester books. The book served a special purpose:
informing the world of the situation of WW2 at a time when
it was still in full swing, and the outcome very much in the
balance. One could say it was propaganda, but highly
entertaining at the same time. I think it was intended as a
boost for morale, not only of the peoples of the allied
countries, of their military personnel but also of those
suffering in the occupied countries of Europe. It is also
different because immediately after first publication by
Little, Brown and Michael Joseph in May 1943 there
began a worldwide dissimination in many different editions
by as many publishers, each for their own specific target
audience. There were as many as 20 different editions
until 1950 and these are presented here.
Whereas the initial number printed was 32,000 for Little
Bown and Michael Joseph together, the total number
printed would have been huge. As a result it is not difficult
or expensive to obtain an early edition. There are about
160 copies available at present, published between 1943
and 1950. The price ranges from £ 1.00 to £ 575.00 (the
latter is signed by the author).
The American and British first editions
The Michael Joseph edition was printed under the Book
Production War Economy Standard: thin, lower quality
paper, narrow margins around the text, no blank pages
(there was a penalty for unnecessary blank pages). The
format is 13 x 19 cm and there are 192 pages. There is no
date on the title page; the copyright page mentions
“FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1943”, it was printed in 20,000
copies in brown hardcover cloth with a dustjacket (design
by A.E. Barlow) depicting the map of Malta and Gozo as
the only “jewels” in a dark Mediterranean (see cover).

First Michael Joseph (l) and Little, Brown edition (r) of 1943
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The Little, Brown edition is of better paper quality than the
British one. The format is 14 x 20 cm and there are 281
pages, the title and copyright pages state “FIRST
EDITION / published May 1943”, and 12,000 copies were
printed and bound in red hardcover cloth and with a
dustjacket design by Tom Lea. Not only the page size was
larger than that of the Michael Joseph, the font size was
also larger, and hence there were more pages.
Canadian and Australian editions
The book was published in Canada by S.J. Reginald
Saunders in June 1943. The format is 13.5 x 24.7 cm, with
281 pages. It is a blue cloth-bound hardcover with a
pictorial dustjacket. The book was a success in Canada;
Saunders published later editions in 1944, 1945 and 1946.

Canadian (l) and Australian (r) first edition of The Ship

In Britain, the Services Editions were published by the
British Publishers Guild in the period 1943-1946. Guild
Books was an association of a number of large British
publishers, including Michael Joseph, originally formed in
1940 to publish paperback reprints in the UK, but in 1943
they started publishing Services Editions. The format was
11 x 18 cm. The Ship was published as number S120.
Only few authors had more than one book in this series
(which had less titles than the American series) and
Forester was one of them, with Nelson, Brown on
Resolution and Payment Deferred. A British source says
that of The Ship “half a million copies were printed and
distributed throughout the fleet”.
Other editions for the allied countries
There is also a Michael Joseph edition in conjunction with
the Book Society (1943) with the same cover illustration.
The difference is that the back of the dustjacket of the
Book Society edition has an ad (for BBC World Service)
which in the normal Michael Joseph edition is on the right
inside flap of the dust jacket. Moreover the Book Society
lacks the mermaid logo on the dust jacket spine: it has the
Book Society logo of a centaur instead. In case there is no
dustjacket, the two can be distinguished by the publisher’s
logo on the spine. The Book Society edtition lacks the
familiar mermaid logo.

In Australia the book was published in arrangement
with ANGUS & ROBERTSON in 1943, a hardcover in red
cloth, size 14 x 19 cm, 193 pages. The jacket had the
same picture as the British first. The spine however has
C.S. FORESTER printed in reverse direction, and in red.
An Australian edition in Braille was published in 1944.

Service editions
Both Britain and the United States initiated so-called
service editions, intended for distribution among armed
service personnel. The books were published in
cooperation with major publishing firms in each country.
In America the Council on Books in Wartime, Inc in New
York issued the Armed Services Editions. The series ran
from 1943 until 1947. For many more interesting details
about these editions refer to the article by Judith Edwards
in Reflections 13, p. 15-16. Twelve Forester books were
published as Armed Services Edition and The Ship was
the first one (number A-14).

Michael Joseph’s Book Society (l) and soft cover edition (r)

Michael Joseph in 1943 also published a cheaper soft
cover without jacket for the mass market. The size was 17
x 20 cm with a green-blue cover with a drawing of a ship.
It has a quote from The Daily Telegraph "a magnificent
tribute to the Royal Navy .....it is difficult to recommend
this grand story strongly enough".
In the USA there was a “Preview of a Great New Novel by
C.S. FORESTER” in the June 1943 issue of
Cosmopolitan. Family magazines in those days regularly
carried articles about the progress of war. In the same
issue there is “Will Italy Resist Invasion” by Count Carlo
Sforza, Italian diplomat and anti-Fascist politician in exile.
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The Clipper Books series was not very successfull,
possibly due to its price. Therefore the Continental Book
Company launched the cheaper Zephyr Books series with
Ernest Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms as its first title.
The Zephyr Books were an immediate success. There
were about 160 Zephyr titles and The Ship was published
in 1945 and 1946. Zephyr also had the first three
Hornblower books and the Captain from Connecticut.

In America Sun Dial Press, NY published The Ship in
1943, 1944 and 1945 with the Little Brown cover on the
dust jacket. Book cloth of the hard cover was blue instead
of red.
Published in neutral Sweden
Due to the Second World War publishers in the UK and
USA suffered from both labour and paper shortages. At
the same time booksellers in Sweden faced different
challenges: only very few new-published books reached
the country. In 1941–42, the idea was formed that
American and English books should be published in
Sweden, where there were plenty of both labour and
paper.
The Continental Book Company of Stockholm was formed
and the series Clipper Books was commenced. The books
in the Clipper Books series were bound in hard cover, and
were meant to be more or less exact copies of the
originals — they were reprinted from an original. Only
fifteen titles were published, among which Forester’s
Captain from Connecticut (1942) and The Ship (1943).
The cover of this Reflections shows the rare Clipper
edition of 1943, a very kind gift from John Norman.

The Zephyr edition soft cover (l) with dust jacket (r)

In order not to compete with the domestic markets all
Clipper and Zephyr books have “Not to be introduced into
the British Empire or the U. S. A.” on the back cover. The
book title on the jacked is in the Allegro font. The logo of
the series is very appropriate, Zephyros being the Greek
god of the west wind, the gentlest of the winds, or the
messenger of spring. The spring of peace finally came
but the series was continued until 1949.
By the end of the war, Guild Books in Britain went into
publishing books for the general public on the European
continent, in English. The Ship was also published in two
separate continental editions, as volume A3 for sale in
Austria and as volume G3 for sale in Germany; the books
were printed in the respective countries. The title became
The Ship, A Novel of Action at Sea and the format was
19,5 x 12,5 cm, 232 pages soft cover.

Clipper hard cover (1943)

On the dust jacket of the Clipper two more English novels
are announced, and on the back the book is
recommended by The Sunday Times as “A magnificant
story of the sea by the author of Captain Horatio
Hornblower”. Other differences with UK edition are a
format of 13.5 x 20 instead of 13 x 19 and the Swedish
paper was 90% thicker than the War Economy Standard.
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The Ship, edition for Germany (left) and for Austria (right)
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The German edition Guild Books No. G3) is obtained from
the 3rd impression of June 1943 of the Michael Joseph
original and is called “New edition September 1943.” and
said to be “Composed in Genzsch-Antiqua 10 point and
printed in Kempen by Thomas-Druckerei”. According to
one bookseller this edition was printed in 1947.
The Austrian edition (Guild Books No. A3) gives following
publisher information: Published for The Publishers Guild
by I. S. B. Political Division A. C. A. (B. E.); Composed in
Genzsch - Antiqua, 10 Point, and printed in Vienna by
Heinrich Geitner, Ges.m. b. H. And also “New Edition
September 1943”.
According to a Viennese book seller the I. S. B. Political
Division A. C. A. (B. E.) was a British political organisation
located in Vienna which “tried to control publishing during
the Nazi regime”. I am not too certain about this “during”,
although Worldcat mentions a Fiesta by Hemingway from
the same publisher/printer in 1941. When Vienna fell on
13 April 1945 it was divided into sectors and the printer
Heinrich Geitner was located in Piaristengasse which was
in the American sector. The Austria edition of The Ship
must have been printed there after that date.
The circumstances for publishing and printing in the mid
forties must have been very difficult. Guild Books, John
Lane and Penguin were most active in supplying
continental Europe with the latest literature. Penguin even
had a special series of Service Editions for allied prisoners
of war, which were distributed through “the proper
channels” (the Red Cross and German sensorship) in the
POW camps. Number 229 in this pink series was
Forester’s The Gun.
By the end of the 1940’s the publishing situation had more
or less normalized and The Ship continued to be
published in different editions. I have counted 20 up to
2012. These also reflect 60 years of Penguin cover
design, starting with the Penguin logo change between
1949 and 1950 (examples below).

AGM 2013 September 27-29 in Nevers
Dear Members of the C S Forester Society,
In order to progress with the preparations for this year’s
AGM scheduled for September 27-29, I visited Nevers last
month.
First, the Chateau du Four de Vaux, identified three years
ago as the model for the Chateau de Gracay, the hiding
place of Hornblower, Bush and Brown on their flight down
the Loire in “Flying Colours” and appearing again in “Lord
Hornblower”, has now been renovated and turned into a
very nice hotel (www.chateaudufourdevaux.com/
thechateau.php).
Some of us have already booked their rooms there for the
AGM and the plan is to hold our meetings on the ground
floor in “a vast, low-ceilinged room, stone-flagged like the
hall”, where the three Englishmen experienced “the
warmth … like paradise” after having nearly drowned in
the wintery ice cold Loire. We are still in the process of
finding out a bit more about the chateau, which C. S.
Forester apparently visited in the late 1930s when he
canoed down the Loire.
In order to get a feel for the land around the chateau and
its position towards the Loire and Nevers, we will make a
short tour by car on Friday evening at the start of our
AGM. Leaving the chateau in direction of Nevers, we will
turn downriver there and stop at an observation deck
overlooking the Loire and its tributary, the Allier,
mentioned in Flying Colours too. Returning to our cars we
will drive down to the Loire and cross it in the hamlet of
Fourchambault, where we will have our welcome dinner at
the Auberge de l’ Ecluse (www.auberge-ecluse.com), a
good restaurant right on the Loire, where a side channel
of the Canal Lateral la Loire enters the river. After dinner
we will drive up river passing a canal bridge over the
Allier, which we will have seen earlier in the distance from
the observation deck, and will cross the river again in
Nevers over the ancient bridge there. The “Indefatigable”
amongst us might get out of the cars there again and drink
a toast to Hornblower and his comrades who passed
under this bridge in a stormy winter night in 1810.
I hope you are as exited as the organization team is and
we very much look forward seeing you in September!
With best wishes,
Ludwig Heuse

_________________________
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The Prisoner of Trafalgar
Lawrie Brewer
Robert Escarpit (1918-2000) was a French academic,
journalist, prolific author and controversialist. He was
Professor of English at the University of Bordeaux. He
wrote a series of three books about Bernard Hazembat, a
French sailor serving his revolutionary country during the
Napoleonic wars. Le Prisonnier de Trafalgar is the middle
one and stands alone perfectly well.

and Hornblower comments on his examination for
lieutenant.
Second encounter: Bernard Hazembat, with exceptional
authorization, becomes skipper of the JENNY, Sir Hew
Dalrymple’s two-masted yacht, in Scotland. While sailing
out with Sir John Dalrymple, his niece Jenny and her
mistress, they are hailed by Lieutenant Vickery aboard the
LOTUS. Vickery escorts them to the fleet of Commodore
Hornblower sailing to Russia. Hazembat and his three
passengers are invited for dinner aboard the NONSUCH.
There we can see Hornblower, Bush, Lieutenant Mound,
Lieutenant Freeman, Duncan and Lieutenant Vickery,
dining and talking.
“‘Mr Mound’ said Hornblower ‘May I ask you to do the
honours to this fricassée of salt pork? My cook is reputed
to prepare it rather well. Mr Vickery, be so kind as to serve
your neighbours some of the pate en croûte; I have heard
it said that a few months in cask gives beef a flavour of
venison. Mr Hazembat, I understand that the French are
skilled in the art of carving a roast leg of lamb; the one
before you comes from the sheep we purchased at
Stavanger. Would you kindly address yourself to this wild
native of Norway?’”

Original French edition of 1985

Hazembat sees action in the Caribbean and is then taken
prisoner by the English at Trafalgar. He manages to obtain
employment at the Long Rooms in Portsmouth where he
meets Hornblower whom he sees again some years later
at sea.
Here is the battle of Trafalgar as seen from ‘the other side’
At six bells the VICTORY, only a few cable-lengths from
the BUCANTAURE, was suddenly covered with pennants.
All the ships of the English fleet immediately hoisted the
same signal.
‘I can’t quite read the last ten pennants’ said LeblondPlassan ‘They are alphabetical flags. I can just make out
‘DUTY’.’
‘Nelson must be asking his men to do their duty’ replied
Hazembat. ‘And we shall do ours, too’.
What is very special in the book is that Hazembat
encounters Hornblower twice!
First encounter: Hazembat is allowed to seek
employment ashore and becomes a waiter at the Long
Rooms where he sees Hornblower playing whist and
overhears him in conversation. He even speaks with him

June 2013

And ah, we also see the Frenchman in ‘action’...
‘No Bernard, no’.
He stretched himself alongside her, seeking out her lips.
His hand reached for her stomach and then finding her
voluminous breast, seized it with a frenzy which redoubled
his desire… Their mouths met and her arched body
opened up to him like a great dark flower. A long black
wave bore them over an ocean which had no borders…”
Society member Nicolas Grigorellis read Le Prisonnier de
Trafalgar in its original French and comments “My
personal opinion: I didn’t like this book so much but the
two encounters are a real surprise and worth reading. For
Hornblower aficionados, of course it’s a real tribute to C S
Forester.”
Le Prisonnier de Trafalgar was also translated into
Swedish (Krigsfången från Trafalgar). Our member Pontus
Jarborg comments: ”I’ve read snatches of the book in
Swedish translation and my spontaneous reaction is that
it’s not very good, for these reasons:
The author tries to cover too much in one book – this is
supposed to record Bernard Hazembat’s life for the period
1808-1818, which leads to very superficial descriptions of
battles and other major events.
Bernard Hazembat is very much a ladies’ man. Too many
sexual encounters, tediously described.
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Maybe there is an explanation which I haven’t found yet,
but I find it incongruous that B.H., as a POW in Britain, is
allowed to roam around as he does and get employment
as an Able Seaman.
The two passages where he meets Hornblower are
entertaining, but in my opinion, they do not make up for
the book’s other deficiencies.”
I had skipped through the book myself, and felt that
because of the distinction of its author, the current interest
in the Napoleonic wars and the inclusion of Hornblower,
The Prisoner from Trafalgar might do well as an English
translation and publication. I made the appropriate
arrangements
with
the
French
publisher
Flammarion. Many thanks to Pontus and Nicolas for
assisting in the consideration of the translation project however, thus advised by my learned colleagues the
project is now abandoned!

•
•
•

It appears that Hutchinson discovered a market that
others emulated and there’s evidence that the competition
turned nasty. Gower, in the third, 1808 edition of his work,
accuses Steel of “piracy” in that Steel’s work copies
chapters 2 to 8 of Gower’s original. The work by Clarke is
much too late and it’s an American publication but I think it
has to be the favourite because the author’s name
matches and the title is close.
In the next Reflections I’ll explore the many ways Forester
has Hornblower battle HCMS Castilla.
1.

References
http://goo.gl/MZGzz, http://goo.gl/DHojo, http://goo.gl/yl4Il
http://goo.gl/bAVUy
_____________________

2.
3.
4.

Hornblower’s Seamanship
James Ashton
I’ve uncovered many differences between first editions of
Hornblower. Most are minor copy-edits to have the work
conform to each publisher’s house style. Some are more
interesting, including the following “That’s the first thing I’ll
look up.……..”
“in Norie's Seamanship,” he said.[1]
2.
“in the Manual of Seamanship,” he said.[2]
3. “in Clarke's Seamanship,” he said.[3]
4. “in Norie's Seamanship” he said.[4]

“A Treatise on the theory and practice of
Seamanship ...”, Richard Hall Gower, 1793
“Elements and Practice of Rigging and Seamanship”,
David Steel, 1794.
“The Seaman's Manual”, Francis Gedney Clarke,
1830

5.

"Hornblower's Duel", The Saturday Evening Post, 6 Mar
1948, Vol 220, No 36, p 69, Curtis Publishing, Philadelphia.
"Hornblower and the Even Chance", Argosy, Aug 1948, Vol
9, No 8, p 102, Amalgamated Press, London.
"Mr. Midshipman Hornblower", Little Brown, Boston, 1st
Ed., p 8, 13 Mar 1950.
"Mr. Midshipman Hornblower", Michael Joseph, London,
1st Ed., p 12, 22 May 1950.
"The Hornblower Companion", Michael Joseph, London,
1st Ed., p 80, 4 Dec 1964.
__________________________

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The Ship: Autobiographical Elements, Early Translations,
the Captains and the Fate of HMS PENELOPE,
Hornblower & Castilla, AGM Report .

1.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS

So, which is correct and why the changes? The
Hornblower Companion[5] states Forester corrected proofs
for the many editions so we can infer his hand here.
All four editions later have “Norie’s Epitome of Navigation
[...] and Clarke’s Complete Handbook of Seamanship”
except that [2] omits both authors’ names. It seems clear
that “Norie's Seamanship” was a corrected inconsistency.
Norie’s famous The Epitome of Practical Navigation was
first published in 1805 though the text is unambiguously
set in January 1794.
Candidates for the other work CSF was thinking of are:
“A Treatise on Practical Seamanship ...”, William
Hutchinson, 1777, 1787, 1791, 1794
• “A Treatise on Practical Navigation and
Seamanship ...”, William Nichelson, 1792
•
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Mr Thom van Huystee from The Netherlands, Mr Douglas
Vickers from UK, Mr James Keffer and Mr Dean Dunaway
from USA, Dr Kelly MacPhail from Canada and M. Serge
Aillery from France .
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